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At this month’s club meeting is on Monday 28 March will be a zoom
meeting starting at 7:30 pm an invite to attend this meeting has
been sent out to all members.
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Presidents report
The selection of the photo of Michael Murphy fishing the Breakfast pool on the Tongariro river
was selected to encourage Michael for a speedy recovery from his heart operation, I know that
all our members will join me and wishing Michael and the family a full recovery and look forward
to sharing time on a river with Michael in the very near future.
The impact of COVID-19 is having an influence on all of us and the community we live in, the
change in the Covid Traffic Lights to amber may be able to return to holding our normal club
meetings. The Management Committee will be able to review the clubs Covid-19 Policy when
we hold our April Committee Meeting.
One of the challenges with Covid has been the impact it has had on organising club trips while
under the present Red-Light conditions, the only planned club trip at present is to Rotoiti in May
that is being organised by Ralph Lane and Chris Bryant. Ralph has indicated that there is still
beds available if any member would like to join in what is always a great trip. Please refer to the
details on page 5 of this newsletter.
On Monday 23 May we will be holding our clubs AGM, this is
the time of the year when you have an input into the clubs
future going forward by volunteering to join the Management
Committee.
If you are interested in putting your name forward, please
contact me or one of the present Committee members, we
look forward to hearing from you.

At this months Club Meeting (by Zoom) Phil Teal will be joining us to share some of his
interesting experiences working at Fish and Game over the past 20 plus years, Phil has been in
many funny and frustrating situations, and I know members will enjoy Phil stories.
Hopefully we will be able to hold a normal face-to-face club meeting on Monday 25 April, we are
planning to hold a fun teams ‘Quiz Night’ followed by a supper and a chance to catch-up with
fellow members. So now your chance to ‘shoulder tap’ your fellow club members and make up a
team of four members, there will be some kind of rewards available for the winners.
The club has received correspondence from the Auckland Flyfishing Anglers Club providing our
members access to their excellent Fishing Lodge in Turangi, I have contacted the Auckland club
and accepted their excellent offer. In the past we have had issues finding enough available
accommodation in Turangi, you will find more details on the Lodges accommodation and the
process on how to book the venue on page 6.
As a club we are very lucky to have two excellent sponsors, Feather Merchants sponsor all the
fly-tying material for our Monthly Fly-Tying workshops, plus Sporting Life in Turangi have been a
sponsor since the club was first established.
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I would like to remind our members that Sporting Life and the Fly Shop are important sponsors
of the Kapiti Fly Fishing Club so please keep this in mind when you are next looking to purchase
any fly-fishing or fly-tying materials.
When you are next in Turangi call in and see Andrew and the team at Sporting Life and make
yourself know to the team, they are more than happy to provide club members a discount when
purchasing their products.

Warm regards Malcolm

Fly Casting Tuition by Gordon Baker
Club member Gordon Baker is available for one-on-one casting tuition. Gordon is a
casting instructor with Flyfishers International (USA). He is available to help beginners
get off to a good start and to assist more experienced members improve their distance
casting skills. Although not yet an approved two-handed casting instructor Gordon is a
keen learner willing to share new skills.
Email Gordon kiwiflyfisher@gmail.com or phone 0274946487 to arrange a suitable time
for a lesson. There is no charge.

Mid-Week Fishing trips by Hugh
For those members who are lucky enough to be able to fish mid-week during the forthcoming
season please confirm your desire to be included in the mid-week fishers email list to:
hugh.driver.nz@gmail.com
The emails are of often sent out only giving very short notice to take advantage of the prevailing
conditions and members availability, as an example the afternoon of day before the proposed trip.
If you are interested in participating on any mid-week fishing trips, please email Hugh Driver
with your contact details and you will be added to the email list.
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Fly Pattern of the Month – Ginger Mick -red
Cinger Mick Red

This pattern has become very popular for fishing the Rotorua Lakes and Lake Taupo. Whether
used for harling (in large sizes), jigging of fly fishing, this pattern has proved very effective and
essential around the Rotorua lakes.
Hook:

TMC 5262 size 2 to 10

Thread:

Black Danville 3/0

Rib:

Silver or Gold overall tinsel

Tail:

Red hackle fibres

Body:

Either silver or gold flat tinsel, or yellow, green (chartreuse), red
chenille.

Wing:

Four Ginger hackle feathers

Hackle:

Ginger hackle

Please note that if the next fly-tying meeting is held at the Waikanae Boating Club at 7.30pm
Tuesday 12 April you will need to bring your club membership card. If you haven’t received
yours yet you may do so at either the club or fly-tying meeting. If we are unable to meet there will
probably be another Zoom meeting.

Feather Merchants (NZ) sponsor our fly-tying group. Go to their website
www.flyshop.co.nz to see their wide range of top-quality tying materials, tools and
flyfishing accessories.
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Lake Rotoiti trip by Ralph Lane
Chris Bryant and Ralph Lane are planning the annual trip to Lake Rotoiti and Rotorua Lakes
area, at this stage 8 members have indicated that they are interested in going.
The date for this trip is from 15 to 21 May and the house used last year for this trip has been
booked, there is room for more members so if you are interested can you please contact Chris
or Ralph.
Chris email is: cjayb@slingshot.co.nz
Ralph email is: ralph.jill@xtra.co.nz
On past trips to this area a number of our members have landed a number of ‘personal best’ trout,
you are spoilt for choice when it comes to fishing with a number of stunning lakes and rivers at
your doorstep, the Ngongotaha Stream holds large trout and is an exciting river to fish.

Kapiti women on the Fly by Leigh Johnson

Leighs trout from the Motueka River

Women on The Fly events and activities have been on hold lately, as has much of our lives. But
as we get past this Covid19 wave, we will be able to make plans with some certainty.
I have three ideas for activities.
1. A mid-winter trip to Turangi in June or July. Who's in?
2. A weekend workshop in the spring/early summer. (Wairarapa?) Who's in?
3. We acquire some gear that we can use for those who would like to give fishing a try, but do
not have access to rods etc. (The club has some rods we can borrow but over time it would be
nice to have some of our own.)
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For our planned trips, I would like to get some experienced female anglers to help lift our skills.
(That takes nothing away from the hours of guidance received to date from several club
members. Thanks guys.
)
Women on The Fly’s goal is to build confidence, learn new skills, and create friendships while
introducing more women to fly fishing.
Kapiti Women on The Fly is now on:
www.facebook.com/WomenontheFlyKapiti, www.instagram.com/kapitiwomenonthefly/ and at
www.kapitiflyfishing.org/kapitiwomenonthefly.
I can be contacted at leigh@leighjohnsonnz.com.

McWilliams Shield by Gordon Baker
History was made last Sunday 13 March, for the second successive attempt to run the
competition - no fish were caught!
Conditions were reasonable, the Hutt River was low, clear, and cool throughout the morning. A
cool wind was blowing (and plenty of it at times), and cloud from the southeast made spotting
difficult. Thankfully there were a few sunny periods that made fishing much more pleasant.
I fished with Mark Vogt and Ruth with Graham. We all saw fish for a change although I saw none
when it was my turn to fish.
You may need to find another organiser who can arrange for more responsive fish for future
events.
A big thank you to Gordon for organising both this year’s McWilliams Shield events on behalf of
the club.

Auckland Fly Fishing Anglers Clubs Lodge in Turangi by Brendon Frater
I'm the Secretary of the Auckland Fly Fishing Anglers Club (AFAC). We have a lodge in Turangi
that we would like to promote. Would you be kind enough to share this information with your
members?
AFAC would like to extend an invitation to financial members of your club to use our lodge in
Turangi. The lodge is located in central Turangi with easy access to the Tongariro, TaurangaTaupo, Hinemaiaia, Whakapapa, Whanganui Rivers, and many others.
We are currently offering the lodge for bookings to financial members of other fishing clubs. Our
rates are $130 per night for the entire lodge (Sleeps 8).
We would love to have your members using our great facility and getting most out of the fishing
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experience in Turangi.

To book the lodge you can email our booking officer at: bookings@afac.org.nz
More details are on the AFAC Website. https://afac.org.nz/turangi-lodge-accommodation/
The person booking must be a member of the Kapiti Fly Fishing Club and we will confirm
this at the time of booking.
Note: We usually also offer per bed bookings however due to covid restrictions and managing
different groups we have restricted bookings to the whole house for now.
Editor’s note: A big thank you to Brendon and the members of the Auckland Flyfishing Anglers Club
for providing our members with the opportunity of having access to the Lodge.

The Easy Way to Release a Snag by Domenick Swentosky
Get your nymphs down to the fish. Put them in the strike zone — low — where the trout live. Keep
your streamer near the riverbed because that’s where the baitfish are. Cast your flies over by that
wet log. Trout love structure.
It’s all true. And to fish well, to be effective with our underwater patterns, we must take chances.
Get low, but not so low that you hang up every cast. Target the structure and get close, but not
so close that you drive the hook into a dead log.
Snags happen.
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I’ve fished with people who see every hang up as a failure — every lost fly as a mistake. But
inevitably, that mindset breeds an overcautious angler, too careful and just hoping for some good
luck.
Hang ups are not a failure. For a good angler, they’re a calculated risk — an occasional
consequence after assessing probability against skill, opportunity against loss. We all hang up the
fly sometimes. So, what.
Now let’s talk about how to pop that underwater snag loose …
Don’t Drive it Home
Let’s assume you cast upstream, and the fly is drifting back down toward you when the line stops.
Good fishing is about being in contact with the flies. So, the instant the fly stops (whether it touches
a rock or a trout’s teeth) we should see it or feel it. Usually, we set the hook.
And that’s a good thing. Since we set when the line pauses, the fly doesn’t have much chance to
bury itself underneath a complicated mass of rocks and tree parts. When the angler’s rig is in
touch with the flies, most snags end up on the edge of something — like a rock.
When we set the hook on a rock, the worst thing to do is keep setting the hook into the rock. Don’t
do that. Don’t pull downstream over and over and expect the fly to come out.
Instead, try a different angle. Try pulling up and then maybe sideways. Half the time, that works.
But when it doesn’t, a good pull on the snag, 180 degrees from the angle it went in, is almost a
sure thing. Unless the hook is buried in wood, you’re getting your fly back. Here’s more …
Get it on the Backside
Wade to an angle that gets your rod tip behind the fly — upstream from where it went in. (Often,
it takes only a step or two.) With a long fly rod, we can reach behind the nymph and pull it out —
reverse of the way it went in.
The backside angle needs to be deliberate and precise. Pull 180 degrees from the angle where
the fly entered the snag, and the fly will release with little effort. Most often, that pull is directly
upstream, so it takes a low rod angle and an intentional placement of the rod tip upstream of the
snag.
What’s the best way to get that angle?
Don’t Blow them Up
Wade directly behind the snag, stripping in slack as you go, until you can reach with the rod tip
and get that low 180-degree angle on the upside of the snag. Then pull it free. This approach
ruins far fewer fishing opportunities than if you wade upstream and beside the snag to get the
angle. Wading above or next to the snag is simply unnecessary, and it blows up all the fish in a
wider area.
Snags happen. We deal with it and get back to fishing. But we don’t want to lose more fishing
opportunities than we have to. Wading behind the snag and reaching in front simply saves more
water for catching more trout.
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The Push-Button Release
So, the next time you trout-set on a stick-fish, don’t drive the hook home with another hard pull.
Change the angle and pull it from the backside –180 degrees, and it’ll pop loose.
This trick is so reliable that my friend, Paul, calls it the push-button release. It’s just another tip
that makes fishing more fun out there.
Fish hard friend.
The following link is a video of what Domenick has covered in this article.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dToM4f1-WQQ.

Harsh realities of modern life eroding everything that made New
Zealand special by Barnaby Sharp

The Rakaia salmon fishery used to be one of the best in New Zealand. It's now in absolute crisis.

By all accounts in the media, life in New Zealand isn't getting any easier.
Whether it is health services, housing affordability, food or energy prices, there are always major
nationwide issues looming. Maybe it has always been this way, or maybe New Zealand is just
becoming a nation of haves and have-nots, winners or losers just like the rest of the world.
Trying to be positive, I've always believed that New Zealand and New Zealanders are special.
In my opinion, what always made us great as a country were the egalitarian bonds that held us
together whatever our economic or social standing. Egalitarian bonds that were borne over
generations, by early settlers, on the battlefield, the rugby field, or in the mountains, rivers, or sea.
Jack or Jill were as good as their masters, and our extensive public wildlands were the envy of
the world.
Trout and salmon teemed in local waterways, trophy stags roamed the highlands, ducks and
geese flocked to wetlands and estuaries, and vast kai resources of snapper and scallops could be
harvested easily by recreational families.
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Enter the harsh realities of modern life: financial imperatives, agricultural intensification,
globalisation, urbanisation, immigration, mass tourism, and a burgeoning local population to boot,
as things started to go horribly wrong in the outdoor scene.
Those special places where individuals and families could escape to find inspiration, solace, rest,
relaxation, challenge, recreation, and game and fish to harvest came under increasing pressure
and threat.
Access issues, riparian development, plantation forestry, pollution, irrigation schemes,
commercial exploitation, tourism overcrowding, eco-system poisons, and just plain bureaucratic
mismanagement combined into a perfect storm as certain sectors of our economy began to
dominate the limited and finite resources, we have available on two rather small islands isolated
in the Pacific Ocean.
To some people, the extensive range of complex outdoor issues may seem frivolous and minor
when compared to other challenges that flash across media screens and newspapers every day.
But all outdoor people are affected by the very real consequences of actions imposed upon them,
against their will, and inevitably by using their own taxpayer and ratepayer money to do so.
The outcome is alas, a major affront to outdoor values, recreational identity, and to the very way
of life we live as New Zealanders. Lately I seem to have been to a variety of meetings and made
a range of submissions to bureaucratic consultation processes which can be a recipe for
depression.
The current sad state of the environment leaves no corner of New Zealand untouched as trout
streams run barren, insect populations (mayflies & caddisflies) collapse, ducks disappear, valued
public deer herds are assassinated, and fish stocks such as scallops implode into oblivion.
Many clubs are clearly under stress with ageing memberships and few younger people coming
on-board as outdoor resources crumble and modern lifestyles change.
Volunteerism is declining in an ever-busy world and filling unpaid club positions such as president,
treasurer, secretary, and committee members can be tough work. Clubs and incorporated
societies struggle against government funded policies and bureaucracies, and their ideological
prerogatives, which grind recreational groups down.
Disillusionment, discontent & frustration are rampant, with bureaucratic collaborative models
failing to deliver meaningful outcomes. Even the Resource Management Act doesn't work being
known as the 'salami syndrome' where resources keep getting chopped in half until nothing
significant is left.
Sometimes though you just have to put all the negativity aside and just get out there and do it.
Rafting a local river recently with my son Jake lately was a 'Cast and Blast' success. The ducks
were pretty scarce, but Jake did manage to shoot some Pukeko’ s and a black swan while we
drifted downstream. I tried a few casts with a lure rod in several places and was pleasantly
rewarded with some strong hook-ups despite the river fishery declining over a period of many
years for a myriad of reasons.
This past weekend I resolved to do better and travelled to Christchurch to the Annual General
Meeting of the New Zealand Federation of Freshwater Anglers Inc. (FFA), an umbrella advocacy
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group representing individual anglers and fishing clubs throughout New Zealand. It was a sobering
experience, and at 50 years old I was the youngest person at the meeting – I even got elected to
the national executive.
Tales of political, bureaucratic, and company wilful blindness were rife, most disturbing being the
almost total collapse of the Canterbury Salmon Fishery. The reasons are many, but North
Canterbury was once home to an internationally acclaimed salmon fishery contributing 28 per
cent of the collective Fish & Game national licence revenue.
According to North Canterbury Fish & Game Council Chairman Trevor Isitt who briefed the
Federation, the salmon fishery is in an absolute crisis with the worst spawning count ever in the
history of the fishery. According to Trevor, another two seasons like the one just gone and there
will be no fishery left.
Another delegate briefed us on the once mighty Rakaia River that is on the point of ecological
collapse through low flows, rising temperatures, pollution, and sedimentation.
Being a braided river, the Rakaia needs large water flows to mobilise suspended sediments which
are now setting like concrete, choking the river to death, and leading to lethal summer water
temperatures near the sea for baitfish, seatrout, salmon adults, smolts, and juveniles.
After central government and Environment Canterbury authorisation to change the existing Rakaia
Water Conservation Order, the Wilberforce tributary of the Rakaia is now diverted almost entirely
into Lake Coleridge by electricity generators, who now store the water for summer use within the
Central Plains Water Scheme.
Alas, independent science in New Zealand has been slashed by successive governments and
what is left appears to have been prostituted by big business, where science goes to the highest
bidder.
As New Zealanders, we all need to do more to protect our environment, our proud recreational
history, and our outdoor legacy for those generations as yet unborn or we risk losing what made
New Zealand great in the first place. These issues will never go away, and continual vigilance is
the modern price of outdoor freedom.
It's an old cliché from various authors but "the only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men (or women) do nothing.”

Ladders let fish migrate upstream
A project involving landowners, including pastoral farmers and orchardists, which could result in
both an abundance of whitebait for locals and recovery of fish numbers is planned for waterways
in the Northern Tauranga Harbour region.
Uretara Estuary Managers chair and Project Parore member Lawrie Donald says the proposal is
to remove migration barriers to indigenous fish species in all the streams in the area. This follows
successful work carried out last year on the Te Mania, Te Rereatukahia, Uretara and Tahawai
streams.
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“The biggest threat to our indigenous fish species is not from the whitebait fishers, but from
manmade barriers which prevent them migrating up stream.”
“The objective of this new proposal is to extend the project to include all the streams that enter
the Tauranga Harbour north of the Matahui Peninsula.
The proposal is for a joint project between the community, Western Bay of Plenty District Council,
Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Department of Conservation, Uretara Estuary Managers and
Project Parore.
“Last year the Uretara Estuary Managers, as part of its ‘Hills to Ocean’ project, requested the
regional council carry out a study of fish migration in the four streams which discharge into the
estuary near Katikati.”
Lawrie says following that study a contractor carried out remediation work on 43 impediments in
the four streams, with almost immediate results. “In one case, mussel ropes were installed at a
ford, which appeared to be a complete barrier to migratory fish. The work was finished by 3pm.
“After dark at about 8pm we inspected the ropes to find fish already climbing up and heading
upstream. It was a great, instantaneous success.”
Often called ‘fish ladders’, the systems
installed to enable fish to navigate manmade
barriers are designed around the particular
obstacle and may include ropes from mussel
farms, ramps, or baffles.
The idea is to enable the tiny fish to ‘climb’
or swim around a barrier and then rest in
quiet water before making the next dash
upstream.
Whitebait are the juveniles of six species of fish. Five of these are migratory galaxiids: inanga,
banded kōkopu, giant kōkopu, kōaro and shortjaw kōkopu. The sixth species is common smelt.
Inanga begin life as eggs laid in vegetation beside streams in late-summer and autumn. When the
eggs hatch, they are carried downstream as larvae and spend the next six months at sea. In the
spring they migrate upstream as whitebait and grow into adult fish
That’s why, says Lawrie, removing barriers to their upstream migration – and ensuring there is
habitat for them when they get there – is vital to restoring viable population numbers. “Helping
more whitebait migrate upstream also helps another stream inhabitant – the freshwater mussel or
kakahi, which uses fish to transport larvae upstream.
When male kakahi release sperm into the water in summer, females inhale this, and the fertilised
larvae (glochidia) are ejected. Using long sensory filaments, the larvae latch on to gills and fins of
fish, usually the koaro, which take them upstream where they drop off to bury into the sediment.
At that stage they are less than 0.5mm but during a 50-year time span, can reach 10cm long.
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Lawrie says the objective of the project is to ensure any migrating fish (whitebait) that enters
through the Bowentown entrance can reach any stream and find a home.
“There is a need to educate landowners, the community about what a barrier to native fish looks
like. Training will also be made available to contractors who may be installing stream crossings
for subdivision purposes. Advice and demonstrations to this group will hopefully avoid future
barriers being constructed within streams in the local area.”

Clockwise from top left: Scoping out a big culvert to provide access upstream for whitebait. A
rope fish ladder in place in a culvert to enable the tiny fish to “climb” or swim through the culvert,
upstream to breed. Within hours of these fish ladders being installed on a ford, fish were seen
climbing up and heading upstream, over what had previously been a barrier to their migration.
Fish ladders are designed to suit each obstacle and may include ropes, ramps, and baffles.
Find out more at: https://www.uem.org.nz/projectparore
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Polarized Sunglasses for Fly Fishers — why, when and what kind by
Domenick Swentosky

Showing up to the river without a good pair of polarized sunglasses is like wading through water
in sneakers. Sure, it’s possible. But what you can do and where you can go is limited. From head
to toe, our fly-fishing gear matters. We don’t need top-end glasses to catch fish, but a decent
pair of lenses is just as important as a pair of wading boots for consistent success — maybe
more.
But while no one seems to forget their boots or fly rod, many anglers deliberately choose to omit
the glasses when it’s not sunny outside. That’s a mistake. And as I’ll discuss below, the right
polarized lenses are a critical piece of gear. Yes, a good pair of glasses does put more fish in the
net.
So, here’s a rundown of lens colour, lens composition and frame style.
But first, let’s talk about why polarized sunglasses are so important to the avid fly fisher …
Why wear them?
Reading the water is a learned skill that’s overlooked by anglers of all levels. Sure, the average
fisherman can stand on the bank and point to many obvious holding lies for trout. But gathering
a full picture, from bank to bank, is far more important. Because oftentimes, trout line up to feed
in unexpected places.
A good pair of polarized lenses can help anyone see more fish. Polarization cuts glare by
blocking light from certain angles. So, the highlights on the water are dramatically reduced,
allowing even an untrained eye to pick out a few fish. And if you stare at the right piece of water
for long enough, you’ll probably pick up the movements of many more trout.
But seeing fish is only one of the many reasons to keep the glasses on your face. With good
lenses we can read the water better, from top to bottom.
With some of the highlights removed from the surface, we see the contours of the currents more
efficiently. We pick up swirls and merger seems, and we find more perfect lanes to place a dry
fly. But in many light conditions, without good glasses, we are blind to these details.
With the glare from the surface reduced, we see further below the surface too. The best nymph
and streamer anglers are obsessed with the structure of a riverbed. And reading the underwater
boulders, rock shelves, potholes and tree parts helps us plug in the pieces of a puzzle — a map
for what’s below. Seeing just a fraction more of the riverbed is a huge advantage. And
recognizing the colour change of depth makes a big difference when fishing underneath. Even if
the lenses help just a bit more, the overall result is a more complete picture of the water ahead.
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Lastly, we wade better and safer when wearing polarized sunglasses. The more you can see into
the water, the more you know about where your next footsteps will fall. It’s an obvious but often
overlooked reason to keep the lenses on — not hung around your neck or in the glovebox.
Before delving into the specifics of polarized sunglasses for fly fishing, let’s first understand that
there’s no magic involved. Good lenses block glare from certain angles, but they don’t block all
of it.
In truth, there’s not much difference between the polarization of a fifty-dollar pair of sunglasses
vs a pair of glasses costing five times as much. The glare they filter out is mostly the same. I
wore a friend’s $400 pair of Maui Jim’s one afternoon. There was no difference in how much of
the river-glare was cut compared to my $50 Sunclouds or my $200 Costas.
In my experience, it’s the other things about high-end glasses that matter more: the clarity of the
glass or plastic, the tint, the frame weight and fit, etc.

Quick Tip: Try tilting your head slightly against the glare. A minor change in angle makes a
dramatic difference in how many highlights are filtered out.

Lens colour
Grey, green, amber, yellow or something else? What lens colour you choose for your glasses is
the biggest decision you’ll make.
For the reasons discussed above, I wear my polarized sunglasses all the time. They aren’t for
sun protection as much as they are for reading the water, for seeing past the surface and fishing
better. With that in mind, you should choose lens colour by considering the light conditions that
you’ll fish most often.
Grey lenses are simply too dark for me. For most of my decades on the water, I wore
amber/brown lenses, and they are generally accepted to be the best all-around colour choice for
varying light conditions.
But I live in Pennsylvania. I fish deep-green, wooded valleys, often in the backcountry with heavy
canopy. I also prefer early mornings, late evenings, and cloudy days. In truth, I do everything I
can to avoid the sun, finding shady water on even the brightest days.
So, with the amber lenses I wore for years, I found myself lifting my glasses to my forehead for a
few minutes, and then dropping them back down — repeating this over and over throughout the
day. Then many times, I simply hung them around my neck for good, because the light grew too
dim.
Yellow lenses changed all of that for me. A few years back, I bought my first pair of yellow
polarized sunglasses, and I was significantly impressed. Now, on most days, I never take them
off. For me, the test has always been whether I can tie knots in dim light. And with a good pair of
yellows, I can do that easily.
So, I choose yellow lenses as my default. In bright sun, yellow is the wrong choice, and I can
actually feel my eyes straining after a few hours. So, in those moments, I’d rather have my
ambers. These days, I sometimes bring both, when I know that the day will be bright at some
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points and dim at others. I also choose amber lenses most often for snow-covered terrain and
short midday fishing trips. But overall, yellow lenses are my go-to.
Clarity, Glass, and Plastic
The biggest difference between an inexpensive pair of polarized sunglasses and a top-of-theline pair is the clarity. And it’s hard to argue against this. No matter the material composition of
the lenses, quality and clarity go hand in hand. So does the cost. But the same question always
remains: Is it worth paying the extra money for a little more clarity?
That’s for you to decide. As a student, my answer was no. But as more and more of my life has
become about fly fishing, I really enjoy looking through a great pair of sunglasses.
What about glass vs plastic lenses? I own both, and to me, glass lenses are always clearer. The
downside is that they weigh more. I thought that wouldn’t matter to me. What’s the effect of
some extra centigrams on the bridge of my nose? Almost nothing. I don’t care about that.
The only thing I don’t like about the added weight of glass is the way they slide down from my
forehead too easily. Propping my glasses up is an old habit of mine that will never die. And too
often I’ve pushed the glass lenses up only to have them fall back down seconds later. It’s
irritating.
But this is a minor detail, and it may not matter much to you.
What about Frames?
Frames are a personal decision. Choose what fits your face and find a style that you like.
Because these are fishing glasses, opt for a frame design that blocks light from entering at the
sides or the corners, because unfiltered light slipping in changes things. In this case, go for
function over form — but you can find both in a pair of glasses that you are happy with.
What about Sunglasses Holders?
There are two kinds of anglers: those who still put their glasses on top of their ballcap and those
who use a tether around their neck. Seems that everyone has to learn the hard way. I finally did.

Better have the holders too

Prescription, Flip Overs or Fold Overs?
Good luck finding a pair of fit over lenses that you’ll be happy with. Cocoons are a fair choice,
but I don’t know anyone who’s happy with them for long. Likewise, the plastic lenses that clip on
and flip down over your regular prescription glasses are a subpar choice, although they can
surely work for a while.
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My best recommendation is to bite the bullet and get your prescription in a good pair of
polarized sunglasses. Sorry, but there’s no better answer here.
The Difference
Polarized sunglasses are standard fishing gear, just as important as anything else that we carry
to the water. If I do forget my glasses, I turn around and walk back to the truck for them. That’s
how much I need my sunglasses to read the water and feel comfortable about fishing what I see
in front of me.
Fish hard, friends.

3 Reasons you should be using the loop knots by Colin K. Breck
Loop knots have an integral place in the way most experienced anglers rig their flies. Despite
common misconception, there are a great many loop knots that are exceedingly simple to tie.
Sure, there are loop knots that are cumbersome or even difficult to tie, but some of the best loop
knots are easy to learn and to tie streamside. But the main reason that most experienced anglers
readily use loop knots is that, in a great many scenarios, loop knots provide significant advantages
over knots that are fixed to the fly's hook eye.
Following are a few reasons why, if you're not already regularly using loop knots in your fishing,
you should be. Even beginner anglers will likely be familiar with the most common of these
reasons, but the others may be new information even to some of you who've been at it for a while.
Better and more natural fly movement
This is the justification for loop knots that most anglers learn first and usually in the context of
streamers or flies like the Woolly Bugger. Flies that are supposed to represent larger, swimming
insects in the water have a significantly more natural movement when attached to your leader or
tippet with a loop knot. Instead of being attached with a rigid, fixed connection that restricts the
fly's movement, a fly on a loop knot can slide and float more freely, producing a more natural
action.
But this doesn't apply to only streamers. I often encounter anglers that have worked loop knots
into their repertoire when fishing streamers but limit their use to those scenarios. The same
principle that applies with streamers also applies to wet flies and most certainly applies to dead
drifting nymphs.
A more natural movement of the fly results in a greater number of takes and that results in a higher
catch rate. Simple.
Sink your fly faster
In his book, Fly Fish Better: Practical Advice on Tackle, Methods, and Flies, noted angler and
author Art Scheck highlights a lesser-known reason for choosing a loop knot for your terminal
connection: faster fly sink rates. The logic behind Scheck's contention is that a weighted fly
(tungsten bead head, lead bead chain eyes, etc) can adopt a nose-down position and sink faster
when its connection to the leader or tippet is a flexible one. According to Scheck, though this
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effect is more noticeable in still water it also offers an advantage when using a strip-pause retrieve,
allowing the fly to sink more readily during the pause.
Though the advantages loop knots offer to flies that need to get deep may not be pronounced, it
offers anglers another reason to choose a loop knot when rigging their flies especially when
considering that many of the situations described above in which the angler is seeking freer, more
natural movement for their flies are also situations during which the angler is hoping to get their
fly down deep, often quickly.
Break fewer knots
While all specific claims about knot strength and breakage rates should be taken with an enormous
grain of salt, it is valuable to consider that some loop knots are widely held to be stronger than
their fixed-connection counterparts.
My personal favourite loop knot, the Non-slip Mono Loop knot, is considered by many anglers to
have 100% knot strength. While remembering what I just said about treating strength rate claims
and such as considerably dubious, keep in mind that means many experienced anglers are
suggesting that tying the non-slip loop will in no way degrade the strength of your leader or tippet.
You'll have a hard time finding people to make that claim about fixed knots such as the clinch
knot, improved clinch knot or even the Orvis knot.

The Non-slip Mono Loop knot

The following link is an excellent website on knots: Non-Slip Mono Knot | Fishing Knots | Animated
Knots by Grog
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Embracing Confluences by Zane Mirfin
River confluences are a great place to fish for trout throughout the angling season.
When I dipped the thermometer into the river and saw the numbers rocketing skyward, I knew
we were in big trouble. The drought had taken a tight grip on the region, rivers were critically
low, and the dry hills shimmering in the heat haze of the mid-day sun told a grim story to a
couple of river-weary anglers. We fished a nice run more out of hope than any expectation, but it
soon became obvious we’d need to seek cooler waters -- if we could find any. Racking my brain,
I remembered a small tributary upriver, out of sight of the main road, which flowed from cool,
heavily vegetated native bush.
The stream confluence offered immediate hope. The electronic thermometer gave an instant
thumbs-up and, peering through long grass along the bank, I spotted several promising shapes
in residence. Dick made an excellent first cast, a nice trout swung across the current, and
slurped down his fly…
Water-body confluences can take a number of forms -- the meeting of streams and rivers, the
entry of a stream or river into a lake delta, oxbows, and backwaters, or even the confluence of a
braided river into the saline waters of a coastal lagoon. This article concentrates on stream
mouth confluence opportunities and potential fishing strategies, providing seven main reasons
why confluences can be great places to fish throughout the angling year.
1. The first reason is nutrient enrichment. Many rivers in which trout live are a tough
environment. Harsh flooding, scouring, low fertility, and acidity are just a few of the
challenges fish face day-to-day. Acidity and alkalinity play a large part in the
distribution of trout and food sources. I’m no fish scientist, but inflowing confluences I
fish, and guide regularly turn on rainbow trout in predominantly brown trout fisheries.
Are the fish attracted to differing alkalinity input? I don’t know, but the fish sure look
good thrashing in my net! Fertility is important because even bugs need something on
which to live. Where there is food, there will be insects, crustaceans, and baitfish,
which in turn become trout food. Many rivers are poor fisheries until a fertile tributary
injects some life into sterile waters.
Believe it or not, some rivers have become better because of intensive farming practices.
As noted, guide Tony Entwistle says: “Sometimes a little poo is good”. The Pelorus River,
as an example, doesn’t become a good fishery until its smaller tributary, the Rai, injects
some fertility and life into the harsh mineral-belt water. Tributary streams can flow from
virtually any point of the compass, and it is inevitable that some inject good, and some
inject bad water characteristics into larger waterways. The key is to understand the
positive characteristics and their locations so you can exploit them. Knowing the good
also means you know how to avoid the bad. I know rivers where you only want to fish
above the confluence of certain tributaries.
2. Variety is another reason to target confluences, which are often extremely beautiful
places regardless of success. It is no accident that many fishing beats are described in
human terms by where confluences join. I can think of any number of helicopter day
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beats that go from one tributary point to another tributary upstream. Often when
fishing parties run into each other, they divide the water according to confluences or
inflowing streams. Confluences are a language anglers understand and embrace and
will always be used as arbitrary stream markers and locations. They also give anglers
additional fishing opportunities and can add excitement when deciding which stream
to fish. Big or small? East or west? With the advent of didymo, though, ethics need to
be carefully considered (see sidebar: Didymo Ethics and Hygiene).
3. Trout food concentrates where stable structure and water fertility is best. Most trout
foods thrive under stable conditions, hence the importance of stable confluence water.
You may find any aquatic trout foods from stoneflies to caddis in such areas. Food
sources vary from region to region and sampling the food sources with a simple insect
screen and kicking over a few rocks can give a valuable insight into how best to catch
trout. Terrestrial foods can also be important seasonal foods, with everything from
willow grubs, passion vine hoppers, brown beetles, and cicadas worth trying,
especially on those fussy surface eaters. Seasonal food sources, such as inanga,
smelt, mullet, and immature flounder, are common in areas of tidal interaction. Often
an inflowing tributary makes a great area for ‘bait-balls’ of baitfish to accumulate.
Confluences, such as the Mahinapua Creek with the Hokitika River on the South
Island’s West Coast, are great hunting areas for predatory estuarine brownies. Small
slim silvery spin lures, or ‘Matuka’ style feather lures (Parsons’ Glory or Yellow
Dorothy) fished on a sink tip flyline will seldom disappoint, especially during spring and
summer. Female trout will accumulate in these food rich places to replenish body
condition lost through the rigours of spawning. Fish at times of low light and on the
falling tide for best results. Trout and salmon will often spawn in river confluences and
spring outlets. If fishing these in late season/winter, don’t be shy to fish an egg fly or
Glo-bug where it is legal.
4. Water temperature is a critical factor in the feeding behaviour of trout. Entwistle has
long documented the feeding behaviour of trout under thermometer scrutiny. Brown
trout feed best in rising water temperatures between about 12-18C. Once the water
tips over 20C, it is generally time to look for colder water because fish will shut down
and go into survival mode. Rainbows will continue to feed in warmer water up to 21C,
but most salmonids function best in colder water. Once water temperatures reach
critical thresholds, it is irresponsible to continue catching and releasing trout in
oxygen-starved waters. Exhausted trout in warm waters can be subject to high
mortality. In-flowing tributary streams, springs, and rivers offer hope to anglers in such
circumstances by introducing much needed colder water that assists trout feeding
behaviour. Search out the optimum feeding temperatures.
Small tributaries can often contribute the coldest water because they have shorter
catchments and can have less land development and more native riparian vegetation
cover. Some streams are often many degrees cooler than the main rivers due to
complex geographical and geological features. Experience is important here and time
spent in reconnaissance is never wasted. Always remember that the thermometer
never lies. In the height of summer, the rule remains the same whether it is an
inflowing stream on the Waikato or the Taieri: trout prefer cool waters. In colder
periods of the year, water temperatures may be too cold for good fishing and warmer
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heavily developed tributaries may pump warmer water into a colder main river that will
assist in concentrating feeding fish. Early season is another time to search out tributary
inflows when water temperatures tend to be lower and the fish often sluggish.
5. Water clarity is a major consideration in trout feeding behaviour. In times of high flow
and spate conditions, trout will often concentrate near inflowing confluences because
clear water assists feeding vision and also allows them safety from mud-choking debris
in a larger main river. Small tributaries mostly fall and clear faster than larger waters
and offer sight-fishing opportunities in adverse conditions. Find clear water when
everything else is high and flooded and you have a recipe conducive to catching trout.
Some glacial-type rivers will be murky during spring and summer thaw, and clear
inflowing confluences will attract trout like metal to a magnet. Likewise, the
confluences of clear and tannin waterways are usually a sure bet to find trout. Often it
is possible to find smaller tributaries or inflowing waters that are dirty/coloured/cloudy,
while the main river remains clear. Fish are much easier to catch in cloudy water
where they are more aggressive, less spooky, and generally hungrier. Fishing success
can often be magnified by exploiting weaknesses in the salmonid defence system.
Remember that clear water is not always best from a catching perspective.
6. The confluences of rivers often form magnificent trout pools. Hydrological and
geomorphological processes can sculpt out magical pools that consistently hold and
shelter more and bigger trout. One of the universal rules of trout fishing is to find stable
structure where food, shelter, and general living conditions are optimum and fishing
success will generally follow. Stable water is also much easier to fish, as there can be a
better trout/water ratio.
Fish the water carefully and thoroughly to find trout, regardless of method. All flyfishing
methods will work at times throughout the angling year, as will spin and bait fishing. The
key is to give the trout what they want to see, when they want to see it. If the water is
clearer, use smaller food imitations and lighter line. If the water is bigger, coloured, or
during late season preceding or during spawning time, you will often be able to use
heavier line and larger more garish food imitations and attractors. Spin fishing with large
lures during times of high flow or late season is a great way for junior anglers to get
among the action.
During high summer, trout may be willing victims to a large terrestrial dry fly but playing
it safe with smaller nymph rigs (often heavily weighted) can be the way to go. Don’t be
disappointed if you can’t see trout in a feeding frenzy at a confluence. Be patient and
watch carefully before you begin fishing. Once you have identified and located some
prime locations, you can always return sometime when conditions or circumstances are
better. Some confluences fish better early or late in the day. Some are impossible to fish
in the late afternoon glare of the sun. The key lesson here is that they all vary, and all
confluences require a different approach. A prime skill of consistently successful anglers
is being able to position themselves on prime water when conditions are optimal. If you
know enough good water and locations, you will one day encounter environmental
conditions that suit those places best and will be able to situate yourself to best
advantage at the most favourable time, flow, colouration, temperature, whatever, and
reap the rewards. Consistently catching trout is no accident, or matter of luck.
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7. There are times of year when trout go loopy. Brown trout often go off the feed and are
more interested in chasing one another in April – a prime time to fling a streamer on a
sinking line. Rainbows will often concentrate at the mouth of an inflowing tributary prior
to running up it to spawn. Often, they may have to wait weeks for optimum flows to
allow passage in a small tributary. During this time, they can be vulnerable. I have seen
this behaviour with brown trout too, where often large numbers of fish will build up in a
‘staging pool’ prior to spawning. These pools often remain the same year after year
and often are at the confluence of another stream or river. Such pools can fish
consistently well in late season and are the bars and nightclubs of the fishy world,
where singles meet spawning partners to travel together further upstream. Once you
have identified places like this, it goes without saying that success is generally
inevitable.
Giving specific fishing advice for fishing confluences is difficult given the complexity and
diversity of fishing opportunity within New Zealand. Rainbows can be more cooperative and
less discerning than brownies, but the key is to always fish to the conditions. During spring
and summer, feeding fish are likely to be taken on more conventional tackle and flies. During
late season and winter, it may be more a case of stimulating the territorial aggression of the
trout inhabitants with something big and flashy.
The great thing about trout fishing is that there are few universal rules. So, enjoy your time
spent fishing confluences and marvel at what you can learn. Value and treat confluences
with respect and care, as there is always something magical happening at the joining of the
waters.
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If you have never seen a Kiwi in its natural environment (near natural) then I would recommend
the Kiwi Night Encounter at Nga Manu, you will need to book as it is limited to 10 people each
night.

Newsletter content with built-in links to other documents by Editor
Readers of our newsletter may not realise that when you see a name or wording underlined in an
article, as an example a Harvey leader this is a link to another article where you can find more
information. All you need to do is hold down your CTRL key and click on the words and the link
will open.
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Purpose:
Contacts
To promote the art and sport of Fly
Fishing.
To respect the ownership of land
adjoining waterways.
To promote the protection of fish
and wildlife habitat.
To promote friendship and
goodwill between members.
To promote and encourage the
exchange of information between
members.
Club meetings
You are invited to attend our club
meetings that are held on the Fourth
Monday of each month.
The venue is the Turf Pavilion Sport
Grounds, Scaife Street,
Paraparaumu,

President:

Malcolm Francis: ph. 06 364 2101
Email: malcolm1@xtra.co.nz

Secretary:

Greg du Bern
Email: kffcsecretary@gmail.com

Treasurer

Andrew Li
Email: andrewkate.kapiti@gmail.com

Vice
President

Wayne Butson
Email: Waynebutson@gmil.com

Past
President

Michael Murphy 027 591 8734
Email: mnkmurf@gmail.com

Committee: Leon Smith
Email: leonsmithplumbingltd@gmail.com
Steve Taylor
Email: staylorbuilder@gmail.com

Our meetings start at 7:30pm with
fellowship followed by speakers of
activities.
Club Committee meetings are held
on the first Tuesday of each month
and the meetings are held at the
Waikanae Boating Club and start at
7:30pm.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please remember that the club has
two Five Weight 8’6” fly rods that
members are welcome to use, just
contact Malcolm Francis

Kras Angelov
Email: krasimir.angelov@gmail.com
Leigh Johnson
Email: leigh@leighjohnsonnz.com
Club Coach Gordon Baker
Email: kiwiflyfisher@gmail.com
Newsletter

Malcolm Francis: ph. 06 364 2101
Email: malcolm1@xtra.co.nz
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